mission overview

beta striker

Killing

Troopers are considered Killed by the adversary when they enter
Dead State, or they are in a Null State at the end of the game.
Troopers that have not been deployed on the game table, as a
Model or Marker, at the end of the game will be considered to
be Killed by the adversary..

You don’t want to die in the first firefight anymore? Do you
prefer close combat to stupid shooting? Then a fight with in
the night is just right for you. Your task: Precise fulfilling of
objectives that require all your skills.

Control Console

Mission Objectives

A Console is Controlled by a player as long as that
player is the only one with at least one Trooper
(as a Model, not a Marker) in Silhouette contact with it. So there
cannot be any enemy Troopers in Silhouette contact with the
Console. Models in a Null State cannot do either.

Main Objectives

>> At the end of the game,To Kill more enemy troopers in
Close Combat (2 Objective Points).

Saturation Zone

>>At the end of each Game Round, Control the enemy Console
(3 Objective Point)

The 8 inches area on either side of the central line of the game
table is a Saturation Zone.

>>At the end of the game, if your adversary does not Control
your Console (1 Objective Points).

Multiple HVTs

>>At the end of the game, if your kill one Trooper in Close Combat

Each of the players will deploy three HVTs, following the usual
rules for deploying HVTs. Each HVT may only be used to
accomplish one Classified Objective - once a Classified Objective
targeting an HVT has been completed, that HVT Model is removed
from the game table.

with your Sub Leader. ( 1 Objective Point).

Classified
>> Each player has 3 Classified Objective.
(1 Objective Point for each one)

Deployment
Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in
a standard Deployment Zone 12 inches deep.

Scenario Special Rules
Night Fight
In this scenario, for every BS attack, there is a mod of BS -3, in
addition to all other mods. The MOD can never exceed -12 or +12 .

Sub Leader
At the end of the Deployment Phase, in Initiative order, players
must declare which troop from their Army List is the Sub Leader.
The trooper chosen must be always one of the models deployed
on the game table. Players are not allowed to choose troopers in
Hidden Deployment or in Marker state. This trooper must always
be on the game table as a model and not as a Marker
(Camouflaged, TO, Holoecho…). Also, Irregular troops and those
whose Troop Type is REM are not eligible to
be Sub Leader. The Sub Leader is identified with a Marker.

End of the Mission
This scenario has a limited time frame, so it will automatically
finish at the end of the third Game Round.
If one of the players starts his Active Turn in a Retreat! situation,
the game will end at the end of that Turn
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